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Logarithmic Spiral (Terzaghi) Failure Surface







Upper Bound Limit Analysis (Chen) Failure Surface
tool=80, fric=40, surf= 0, draft=25















Logarithmic Spiral (Terzaghi) Failure Surface







Upper Bound Limit Analysis (Chen) Failure Surface
tool=100, fric=40, surf= 0, draft=25
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Comparison of Failure Surfaces







Comparison of Failure Surfaces
Coulomb   
Log Spiral
Chen & Liu
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Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool  = 70°
  surf  = 0° 
  draft = 0° 
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 

























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool  = 80°
  surf  = 0° 
  draft = 0° 
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 



























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool  = 90°
  surf  = 0° 
  draft = 0° 
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 

























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:       
  tool  = 100°
  surf  = 0°  
  draft = 0°  
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 
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Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool  = 70°
  surf  = 0° 
  draft = 15°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 





























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool  = 80°
  surf  = 0° 
  draft = 15°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 



























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool  = 90°
  surf  = 0° 
  draft = 15°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 


























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:       
  tool  = 100°
  surf  = 0°  
  draft = 15° 
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 
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Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool  = 70°
  surf  = 0° 
  draft = 25°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 



























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool  = 80°
  surf  = 0° 
  draft = 25°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 


























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool  = 90°
  surf  = 0° 
  draft = 25°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 






























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:       
  tool  = 100°
  surf  = 0°  
  draft = 25° 
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen & Liu      
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 
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Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:     
  tool = 70°
  surf = 0° 
  fric = 25°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 
























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:     
  tool = 80°
  surf = 0° 
  fric = 25°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 



























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:     
  tool = 90°
  surf = 0° 
  fric = 25°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 






























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool = 100°
  surf = 0°  
  fric = 25° 
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 
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Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:     
  tool = 70°
  surf = 0° 
  fric = 35°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 































Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:     
  tool = 80°
  surf = 0° 
  fric = 35°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 




























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:     
  tool = 90°
  surf = 0° 
  fric = 35°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 































Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool = 100°
  surf = 0°  
  fric = 35° 
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 
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Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:     
  tool = 70°
  surf = 0° 
  fric = 45°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 

























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:     
  tool = 80°
  surf = 0° 
  fric = 45°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 


























Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:     
  tool = 90°
  surf = 0° 
  fric = 45°
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 































Limit Equilibrium and Limit Analysis for Embedded Flat Plate
Parameters:      
  tool = 100°
  surf = 0°  
  fric = 45° 
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Mixed Fine Mesh 
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Skewing of Cartesian Error for r=8.00"
Joint PID          
Cartesian Stiffness




















Skewing of Cartesian Error for r=12.00"
Joint PID          
Cartesian Stiffness




















Skewing of Cartesian Error for r=17.00"
Joint PID          
Cartesian Stiffness
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Failure Force vs. Orientation [Chen UB − 40,1.45]
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Measured Friction Angle using Sand Plate
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Force vs. Displacement for Stroke
external encoder position
with flex compensation   
failure begins here 
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Draft Force vs. Depth of Insertion (±0.05" error bars)
















Normalized Draft Force vs. Depth of Insertion (±0.05" error bars)
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mean   = 0.80 1.24 1.62 2.30
stddev = 0.08 0.10 0.18 0.29
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mean   = 0.81 1.22 1.56 2.38
stddev = 0.07 0.08 0.14 0.25
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mean   = 0.81 1.23 1.58 2.34
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mean   = 0.89 1.37 1.88 2.89
stddev = 0.07 0.07 0.12 0.41
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mean   = 0.87 1.27 1.82 2.78
stddev = 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.23
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mean   = 0.88 1.32 1.85 2.83
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mean   = 0.88 1.32 1.97 2.94
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mean   = 0.39 0.49 0.64 0.81
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Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=43° δ=23° γ=1.43 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           
















Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=45.2° δ=23° γ=1.43 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           
> C<( /,	
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Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=40.8° δ=23° γ=1.43 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           
















Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=46.6° δ=23° γ=1.43 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           
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 C"( /,	
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Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=41.7° δ=27° γ=1.44 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           


















Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=44.1° δ=27° γ=1.44 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           
> CC( /,	
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Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=41° δ=27° γ=1.44 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           


















Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=43.2° δ=27° γ=1.44 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           
> C=( /,	
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Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=42.1° δ=23° γ=1.6 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           


















Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=43° δ=23° γ=1.6 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           
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Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=29.1° δ=19° γ=1.46 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           


















Predicted Force and Real Data
φ=30.7° δ=19° γ=1.46 g/cc
LE: Coulomb         
LE: Log Spiral (−CK)
UB: Chen            
LB: Caq. & Ker.     
UB: Fine Sq. Mesh   
LB: Fine Rad. Mesh  
Real Data           
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Low Stress Direct Shear Results
Rained Ticino
Ticino       
Nevada Fine  
Glass Beads  
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Optim Solution 
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Standard Nonlinear Optimization Using Simplex Method ::Chen UB Model (± 5%)
Table Minimum  
Optim Solution 
Actual Solution
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F=0.80 lbf : α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
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F=0.80 lbf : α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=1.20 lbf : α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"


























































































F=0.80 lbf : α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=1.20 lbf : α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=1.82 lbf : α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
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F=0.80 lbf : α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=1.20 lbf : α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=1.82 lbf : α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=2.80 lbf : α=100.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"















































































































F=0.80 lbf : α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=1.20 lbf : α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=1.82 lbf : α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=2.90 lbf : α=100.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
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Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters
F=(0.82,0.78) lbf: α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.22,1.18) lbf: α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"



















Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters
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F=(1.86,1.78) lbf: α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
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Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters
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Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Chen UB Model (± 5%)
Table Minimum  
Optim Solution 
Actual Solution




















Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Chen UB Model (± 5%)
Table Minimum  
Optim Solution 
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Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Numerical UB (± 9.2% 7.3% 9.9% 11.4%)
density = 1.43 g/cc ± 4%
F=(0.88,0.74) lbf: α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.32,1.14) lbf: α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.74,1.42) lbf: α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(2.61,2.07) lbf: α=100.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
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Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Numerical UB (± 7.2% 6.9% 5.1% 11.2%)
density = 1.44 g/cc ± 4%
F=(0.94,0.82) lbf: α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.41,1.23) lbf: α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.94,1.76) lbf: α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(3.15,2.51) lbf: α=100.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"



















Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Numerical LB (± 7.2% 6.9% 5.1% 11.2%)
density = 1.44 g/cc ± 4%
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Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Numerical UB (± 7.9% 9.4% 6.8% 2.5%)
density = 1.6 g/cc ± 4%
F=(0.92,0.78) lbf: α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.41,1.17) lbf: α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(2.15,1.87) lbf: α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(3.02,2.88) lbf: α=100.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"



















Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Numerical LB (± 7.9% 9.4% 6.8% 2.5%)
density = 1.6 g/cc ± 4%
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Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Numerical UB (± 5.8% 8.3% 4.8% 3.6%)
density = 1.46 g/cc ± 4%
F=(0.41,0.37) lbf: α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(0.53,0.45) lbf: α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(0.67,0.61) lbf: α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(0.84,0.78) lbf: α=100.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
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Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Numerical UB (± 9.2% 7.3% 9.9% 11.4%)
density = 1.43 g/cc ± 4%
F=(0.88,0.74) lbf: α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.32,1.14) lbf: α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.91,1.57) lbf: α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(2.87,2.28) lbf: α=100.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"



















Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Numerical LB (± 9.2% 7.3% 9.9% 11.4%)
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Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters :: Numerical UB (± 7.2% 6.9% 5.1% 11.2%)
density = 1.44 g/cc ± 4%
F=(0.94,0.82) lbf: α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.41,1.23) lbf: α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(2.14,1.93) lbf: α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(3.46,2.76) lbf: α=100.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
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Summary of Parameter Estimation
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Intersection Regions of Consistent Parameters Including 40° Tool Angle
F=(0.94,0.82) lbf: α= 70.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.41,1.23) lbf: α= 80.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(1.94,1.76) lbf: α= 90.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(3.15,2.51) lbf: α=100.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
F=(0.26,0.24) lbf: α= 40.0°,z=1.0",w=5.0"
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Suspended Shear Box Test w/ No Sand
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Loose Ticino Shear Box Results
0.4473 kg −− Trial 1 −− 42.86°
0.4473 kg −− Trial 2 −− 40.83°
0.4473 kg −− Trial 3 −− 40.30°
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Loose Ticino Shear Box Results
0.921 kg −− Trial 1 −− 39.89°
0.921 kg −− Trial 2 −− 39.06°
0.921 kg −− Trial 3 −− 39.00°






































Loose Ticino Shear Box Results
2.921 kg −− Trial 1 −− 38.84°
2.921 kg −− Trial 2 −− 39.14°
2.921 kg −− Trial 3 −− 37.48°
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Loose Ticino Shear Box Results
5.891 kg −− Trial 1 −− 35.24°
5.891 kg −− Trial 2 −− 34.55°
5.891 kg −− Trial 3 −− 36.13°
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Loose Ticino Shear Box Results
17.545 kg −− Trial 1 −− 31.56°
27.545 kg −− Trial 2 −− 31.60°
47.545 kg −− Trial 3 −− 31.95°
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Summary: Loose Ticino Shear Results
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Nevada Fine Shear Box Results
0.4473 kg −− Trial 1 −− 37.68°
0.4473 kg −− Trial 2 −− 38.84°
0.4473 kg −− Trial 3 −− 39.70°
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Nevada Fine Shear Box Results
0.921 kg −− Trial 1 −− 36.61°
0.921 kg −− Trial 2 −− 35.46°
0.921 kg −− Trial 3 −− 36.38°
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Nevada Fine Shear Box Results
2.921 kg −− Trial 1 −− 33.48°
2.921 kg −− Trial 2 −− 32.93°
2.921 kg −− Trial 3 −− 33.94°
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Nevada Fine Shear Box Results
5.891 kg −− Trial 1 −− 32.37°
5.891 kg −− Trial 2 −− 32.27°
5.891 kg −− Trial 3 −− 32.16°
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Nevada Fine Shear Box Results
17.545 kg −− Trial 1 −− 32.03°
27.545 kg −− Trial 2 −− 31.18°
47.545 kg −− Trial 3 −− 31.59°
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Summary: Nevada Fine Shear Results
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Dense Ticino Shear Box Results
0.4473 kg −− Trial 1 −− 47.67°
0.4473 kg −− Trial 2 −− 47.92°
0.4473 kg −− Trial 3 −− 48.04°








































Dense Ticino Shear Box Results
0.921 kg −− Trial 1 −− 43.29°
0.921 kg −− Trial 2 −− 43.98°
0.921 kg −− Trial 3 −− 44.18°








































Dense Ticino Shear Box Results
2.921 kg −− Trial 1 −− 43.41°
2.921 kg −− Trial 2 −− 41.69°
2.921 kg −− Trial 3 −− 43.86°







































Dense Ticino Shear Box Results
5.891 kg −− Trial 1 −− 42.11°
5.891 kg −− Trial 2 −− 41.89°
5.891 kg −− Trial 3 −− 41.24°
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Dense Ticino Shear Box Results
17.545 kg −− Trial 1 −− 39.91°
27.545 kg −− Trial 2 −− 40.85°
47.545 kg −− Trial 3 −− 40.79°






























Summary: Dense Ticino Shear Results












































Glass Beads Shear Box Results
0.4473 kg −− Trial 1 −− 29.27°
0.4473 kg −− Trial 2 −− 30.09°
0.4473 kg −− Trial 3 −− 30.18°






































Glass Beads Shear Box Results
0.921 kg −− Trial 1 −− 28.47°
0.921 kg −− Trial 2 −− 27.53°
0.921 kg −− Trial 3 −− 28.25°
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Glass Beads Shear Box Results
2.921 kg −− Trial 1 −− 25.99°
2.921 kg −− Trial 2 −− 26.90°
2.921 kg −− Trial 3 −− 26.43°





































Glass Beads Shear Box Results
5.891 kg −− Trial 1 −− 24.86°
5.891 kg −− Trial 2 −− 24.98°
5.891 kg −− Trial 3 −− 24.99°








































Glass Beads Shear Box Results
17.545 kg −− Trial 1 −− 25.23°
27.545 kg −− Trial 2 −− 24.68°
47.545 kg −− Trial 3 −− 24.21°
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